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BMC ALPE N C H ALLE N GE
A C 0 2 N E XU S
PRICE: £899
SIZES: S, M (tested), L, XL
WEIGHT: 12kg
FRAME & FORK: Al-13 butted, hydroformed, welded aluminium frame, Al-13
welded aluminium fork
WHEELS: 35-622 Continental Sport
Contact II tyres, DT Swiss R522D rims,
@ 32 spokes, Shimano M4050 disc
front hub, Shimano Nexus 8-speed rear
TRANSMISSION: Shimano Nexus 38t
crankset, 170mm cranks with squaretaper BB; KMC Z610 EPT chain with
Hebie 350 Chainglider chain guard;
Shimano Alfine 8 Rapidfire Plus shifter,
Shimano Nexus 8-speed rear hub, 18t
sprocket. 8 ratios, 31-94in
BRAKING: 160mm Shimano M506 discs
STEERING & SEATING: BMC LFB03
handlebar; BMC LSM03 stem; generic
grips; semi-integrated 1 1/8in headset,
Selle Royal Sirio saddle, BMC LSP03
31.6mm seatpost
WEBSITE: bmc-switzerland.com

£899 hybrid

BMC ALPENCHALLENGE
AC02 NEXUS
Technical Editor Richard Hallett reviews the
hub-geared version of this Swiss city hybrid

B

MC’S ALPENCHALLENGE was slated
to join Cube’s Hyde Race in the last
issue of Cycle but arrived too late – so
here it is. In truth, there’s little to choose
between them: back-to-back riding reveals
the same sturdy, quick-steering ride, wellcushioned on fat 700C tyres – although the
Continental Sport Contact IIs on the BMC have
the edge on speed.
Both sport a welded aluminium frame with
fork of the same ilk and run Shimano hydraulic
disc brakes. Ignore the BMC’s low-set seat
stays and down tube profile, and they could
have issued from the same CAD program, right
down to the high bottom bracket. The BMC
even has a split right-hand seat stay to accept

Above: A Hebie Chainglider helps keep water and dirt
off the chain – and oil off your trousers
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a belt drive, which is offered on some other
Alpenchallenge models.
That said, there are two big differences. The
first is the BMC’s use of a chain drive in place
of the Cube’s Gates belt, and the second is
the means by which it is tensioned.
The Alpenchallenge’s conventional roller
chain is covered by a Hebie Chainglider. The
device does an impressive job of enclosing
the chain and sprockets, shielding rather
than sealing them from the elements. The
transmission is not as impervious to its
environment as a belt drive, but offers the
sort of protection that, in most scenarios,
should ensure a useful increase in service life.
Strangely, the Hebie install video suggests
applying lot of tension to the chain; the BMC’s
was drum-tight, making the transmission
horribly draggy. Checking play once slackened
– tight chains apply excessive loading to
bearings – meant displacing the Chainglider,
a procedure sufficiently involved to deter me
from trying to remove the wheel. For the same
money, I’d probably take the belt drive Cube.
Chain tension is set using an eccentric
bottom bracket secured by four grub screws.
The eccentric is a loose fit in the shell and
the system is a little imprecise but otherwise
effective. Perhaps the deciding factor should
be BMC’s choice of a Nexus 8-speed hub. The
Cube boasts the newer SG-S700 Alfine.

OTHER OPTIONS

1

Scott Silence
Speed 10 £999

Aluminium frame and fork, Alfine
8-speed hub, Continental belt drive.
Mudguards add practicality.
scott-sports.com

2

Cube Hyde Race £899

Aline 8-speed hub, disc
brakes, Gates belt drive, welded
aluminium frame and fork, similar
styling. cube.eu

